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Chirp from Encore Sings with Design Possibilities
May 16, 2016, Cerritos, CA— There’s a distinctive melody resonating in commercial interiors that
signals the introduction of a lively new seating collection – Chirp from Encore. Comprised of a
beautifully-arranged offering of guest chairs, lounge seating and accompanying stools, Chirp
makes a cohesive design statement across a variety of contract environments.
With an open, inviting design underscored by crisp linear elements and subtle curves, Chirp
speaks to both classic and contemporary styles.

Its artfully-crafted frame is striking in its

simplicity, providing visual appeal that resounds with character from every angle without
compromising on comfort or support.
The Chirp guest chair sets the tone for the offering, with signature wood legs reminiscent of midcentury modernism and a smaller profile than its lounge counterpart. An available self-returning
swivel base model allows for greater ease of movement when collaborating or engaging in casual
conversation, while a sled base option delivers yet another aesthetic variation to fulfill design
preferences.
More generously proportioned and available in both mid and high-back sizes, Chirp lounge
provides a welcome place to rest, work or get together with others. Like all models within the
collection, its modest aesthetic is highlighted by subtly tapered lines and refined stitching that
gives it a tailored, yet casual appearance, contributing to a residential feel that’s in-step with
current design trends.
Rounding out the offering, stool models provide the perfect perching companion to fellow guest
and lounge chairs or stand equally well on their own.

Compact in size, yet considerable in

purpose, their charming stature makes them all the more appealing. Available in both counter and
bar-heights, stools also feature a built-in footrest as well as multiple glide options to
accommodate hard and soft-surface flooring.
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As a full collection, Chirp is exceptional in its flexibility across a breadth of applications. Its comfort
and durability make it an ideal seating solution for educational facilities where students gather and
linger to study or socialize; however, it’s equally well-suited for lobbies and perching areas in
corporate environments, touch-down spaces for workers who are frequently on the go, and even
cafés. When dressed in colorful fabrics and refined finishes, Chirp also makes a grand entrance in
hospitality environments.
“With Chirp, Encore offers designers a relaxed, yet elegant and comfortable seating solution that makes
a bold design statement,” says Helen Kim, Encore’s Director of Marketing. “All models coordinate
harmoniously with one another and are available with nearly endless material options, making Chirp a
remarkably flexible seating solution for specifiers.”
Chirp is available now and will be on display in Encore’s permanent showroom in Chicago’s
Merchandise Mart during NeoCon and throughout the year.

#####

Raising the benchmark in design, comfort and quality, Encore is a leading provider of contemporary options-oriented seating and
table products for a host of applications, ranging from corporate offices to educational institutions, hospitality, healthcare facilities
and more.
With a focus on flexibility and personalized attention, Encore strives to provide innovative solutions for ever-changing requirements
and deliver outstanding service for customers every time, offering standard lead-times of five weeks or less, an extensive Quick-Ship
program, as well as partnerships with some of the most widely recognized textile manufacturers in the industry.
Sharing strong organizational ties to parent company, Arcadia, they are able to draw upon an established knowledge base of
product design, engineering, sales and service, all the while maintaining competitive pricing and a comprehensive warranty on all
products. An assured manufacturing capability, enduring commitment to new product development and responsive approach to
customer service have solidified Encore’s reputation as a leader in the contract furniture industry.
For more information, contact Tammie Alciatore, Brand Development Manager, at 800.585.5957 or tammiea@encoreseating.com.
Encore is an Arcadia company.
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